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About This Game

At first they came from the skies, and we repelled them with hired spaceships on a shoestring budget! Now they’re back, and
they’re sending their ground troops to destroy our bases – thirty-ton monsters with glowing eyes and slavering jaws! And we still

don’t have any money!
Quickly assemble a defensive position using blaster turrets, upgrades, tiny battledroids, barricades, mines, tangleweb, whilst

obtaining the necessary funds by mining nearby resources as the relentless march of the Titans approaches the base. Research
new technology and buildings as you defend the Earth bases throughout the solar system from the Titan onslaught. This is the

ultimate mash-up of real-time strategy and tower defense.

Key Features:

50 level campaign mode across Earth, Moon, Mars, Saturn and Titan itself

29 buildings and 40 technologies to research

Relaxing Endless game mode

Hectic Survival game mode with online hiscores
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Title: Revenge of the Titans
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Puppygames
Publisher:
Puppygames
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.8GHz single core

Memory: 512MB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 490MB

Video Card: OpenGL 1.5+, 128MB video memory

English
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Back in the day, this was in one of the earlier Humble Nundles. It's a deceptively simple TD, with the bonus, for me, of no
restrictions on where your gunz go.
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Blast Discount of 67% is Live !:
The game Blast Discount of 67% for a duration of 2 weeks until 1 Novembre !
A great opportunity to try out a new action game set in chaos !. Another delay announcement.:

Hi, for all guys who are still following this game.

Well, sorry.
I mean, it's not good enough, and I can't tell you that is my game.

I've cost two extra months for concept exploring. Also, this game has been developed for nearly 1 year. But it's still just the
concept. I mean I've already made the demo and make it could work, but not good enough.
Suddenly, I found it still got a lot of works to do, and I have to improve my art ability to make the graphic meet my goal.

I've designed many levels and scenes, both of the gameplay and the graphic, but I found it that if I just released at the original
launch date, I'll have no time to test, optimize and many other essential works, it will be a scribbled work.

I apologize for my wrongly estimated the developing time.

And this time, I'll delay the launch date to 2020, nearly April.

I'm sorry about this.
And thank you, if you still wanna waiting for my game!

Sincerely.. v1.04 - Friends List issues fixed! :-):
Hi Everybody!

We have just released v1.04 which should take care of all the issues players have been having with friends list not appearing, or
loading very slowly.

Your friends avatars should also start appearing more frequently in your agency too! :-)

Thank you all for your patience, and an extra special thanks to our beta testers who we wouldn't have been able to do this
without!!!

You may have to restart Steam for the update to download automatically.
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Steam may also ask you to install an additional plugin, which the game requires.

If anyone is still having issues, please get in touch via our website:
http://www.magicnotion.com/contact

Thanks again!. Snake couple 3 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1061511/Snake_couple_3/. Your feedback - wanted!:
I've got a Reddit thread going on here:

https://www.reddit.com/r/FCE/comments/8h00yn/what_next/

If you get a moment, it would be great if you could pop along and vote on the features you'd like me to prioritise. If you have
several moments, it'd be awesome if you could write up the single thing you feel the game needs most!

(Don't put your responses here - the point of this is to get people to vote!)
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